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Our Speakers

Host: Michele M. Fleming
Chair, AIBACP, Chief Compliance Officer, CLS Group

Moderator: Bill Butryn
Head of Capital Markets

Panelist: Marcus Burnett
CEO

Panelist: Charles Wambua
Sr. Project Leader
AFSVision Syndications & Capital Markets

Panelist: Ellen Hefferan
Executive Vice President of Operations and Accounting
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SOFR.org

LIBOR transition perspectives and an overview of the
Across-the-Curve Credit Spread Indices (AXI)TM
Fostering a durable transition, set upon a solid foundation that promotes the
stability of the financial system on a sustained basis.
November 2021

November 18, 2021
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Approximating LIBOR transition preparedness in the United States

Representative diagram of LIBOR transition preparedness vs program transition complexity

Transition in the lending markets
must accelerate
SOFR.org
November 18, 2021
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A measured approach to AXI operationalization

SOFR Academy has committed to operationalizing AXI in a measured way that that promotes the stability of the
U.S. financial system on a sustained basis.





2021

Phase 1
Initiation

Private sector
engagement
— IOSCO team
— Letter to the ARRC
— Meetings with GSIB’s

Phase 2
Consultation &
Engagement

Official Sector
engagement
— FSOC members
— Market regulators
— Industry
Associations

Phase 3
AXI launch

Finalization of
AXI design
— Confirm commercial
methodology
— Conventions &
fallbacks

AXI Scope
of Use
— AXI scope of use
— ARRC principles
— IOSCO / BMR aligned
SOFR.org

November 18, 2021
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Criteria of a useful Credit Spread Index

SOFR Academy recognizes the importance of the IOSCO principles. A useful credit-spread index should meet
the following basic criteria (Berndt, Duffie, and Zhu (2020))
1.

Principle 6: Benchmark Design

Hedging
effectiveness

Highly correlated with bank cost of funds, as
determined by recent market credit spreads for
wholesale unsecured issues of banks.

Robustness

Computed from a large enough pool of market
transactions that the index can underly actively
traded derivatives instruments used by banks
and their borrowing customers to hedge their
floating-rate exposures, with minimum risk of
statistical corruption or manipulation.

Adaptable to
changes in
issuance
patterns

The index should maintain the first two
properties even as banks change the maturity
and instrument composition of their issuances
in response to changes in regulation and
market conditions.

2.

3.

The design of the Benchmark should seek to achieve, and
result in an accurate and reliable representation of the
economic realities of the Interest it seeks to measure, and
eliminate factors that might result in a distortion of the
price, rate, index or value of the Benchmark.

Principle 7: Data Sufficiency

The data used to construct a Benchmark determination
should be sufficient to accurately and reliably represent
the Interest measured by the Benchmark.

IOSCO Statement (September 2021)

“Benchmark administrators should be mindful that
demonstrating compliance with the IOSCO Principles is
not a one-time exercise and alternative benchmarks
should be IOSCO compliant at all times.”
SOFR.org

November 18, 2021
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Case Study: Using SOFR + AXI in a loan

5-year USD Loan, referencing 3-month Term SOFR and 3-month Term AXI

Corporate
Spread

SOFRx
0.15%

3-Month AXI
3-Month CME
Term SOFR1

Fixed

2.0%

0.10
%
0.05
%

All-In
Rate
2.15%

Unique spread reflective of
borrowers' creditworthiness.
Usually fixed but impacted by
credit rating changes.

Variable

AXI rate changes every 3 months
to reflect banks actual costs of
funds

Variable

Forward-looking measurement of
SOFR rates, based on market
expectations

(1) CME Term SOFR is used in this example, however market participants may use other SOFR variants such as Daily simple SOFR.
SOFR.org
November 18, 2021
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AXI construction summary

Having the maximum number of transactions across all maturities (AXI) creates an especially robust index that is
more reflective of actual credit conditions and is adaptable to future changes in bank funding composition.

Short End (0-1 yr)

DTCC (Money
Market Data)

Filtering
Process

Calculate
Short-End
AXI
Combine both
components

FINRA TRACE
(Bond Data)

Filtering
Process

Calculate
Long-End
AXI

Scale to
recommended
Standard
Money Market
Tenors

Long End (1-5 yrs)

Important: Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) LIBOR Transition Self-Assessment Tool for Banks
SOFR.org
November 18, 2021
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Additional resources

Please direct questions, and requests for information to AXI@SOFR.org

AXI white paper

AXI microsite

(register for updates)

 Educational video
 Press releases
 Academic papers

 Industry letters
 Media articles
 Opinion pieces
SOFR.org

November 18, 2021
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Operational/Technology
Readiness
&

POLL QUESTION
How would you describe your borrowers’
understanding of SOFR and the different
Alternative Rates for LIBOR?
•Very Informed
•Somewhat Informed
•Haven’t a Clue

Operational/Technology Readiness
1. Understand the technology provider’s functional capabilities to ensure they can support all of the
variations of SOFR and other Alternative Reference Rates. Operational risk exists to the extent that
functional capabilities do not align with the borrower’s risk assessment/profile, pricing needs, and
expectations.
2. Ensure the loan platform does not interfere with existing structure for other loans using different rates,
but at the same time supports the new interest calculation methodologies.
3. Thoroughly test new functionality to make sure it meets expected ARRC conventions. Any fixes need to be
done quickly and delivered in good time. Need to have enough capacity and resources to meet delivery deadlines.

4. Collaborate with other upstream/downstream systems to make sure the exchange, interpretation and
consumption of the new data is seamless in the new ecosystem. Custodians, client, agent, trading &
settlement platforms, etc. — are they being upgraded to match your system? Are you getting the same calculation
results?

5. Explore new/better ways to create efficiencies in operations. Automation is key. Machine learning can

identify and help to convert legacy LIBOR loans to the Alternate Reference Rates. Automate transaction processing.
Central hub to access information would eliminate a lot of back and forth between participants/counterparties.

November 18, 2021
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Q1: Is your organization’s LIBOR transition on schedule?

November 18, 2021
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Q2: Did the announcement by the ICE Benchmarking Administration, extending the LIBOR
retirement date to 2023, impact your current LIBOR transition plans beyond 12.31.2021?

November 18, 2021
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Q3: Which of the following best equals the amount of time your
organization will require to complete your LIBOR transition?

November 18, 2021
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Q4: Which of the following best equals the amount of time your organization will
require to complete new loan documentation for the LIBOR transition?

November 18, 2021
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Q5: Has your organization entered into new loan agreements with
Alternative Rate(s)?

November 18, 2021
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Q6: Which of the following Alternative Rates have been applied to or do
you intend to apply to new loan agreements (choose all that apply)?

November 18, 2021
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Q7: How important was the published Forward Term SOFR rate to
completing your LIBOR transition implementation?

November 18, 2021
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Q8: Are you planning any automated conversion of loans from LIBOR to
Alternative Rates?

November 18, 2021
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Next Year: What Banking Supervisors are Saying
• New LIBOR loan contracts must cease by the end of 2021
• Banking regulators generally indicated that they prefer SOFR for most products (including
“capital markets products”), but acknowledge that credit sensitive rates (CSRs) may have a
role to play in traditional bank lending…with conditions
• Regulators are invested in an orderly transition; they are concerned about systemic risk;
they are not playing “gotcha”…but they also don’t want to be gamed
• There are some gray areas of what are considered “new LIBOR loan contracts”
o Contractual obligations to fund in LIBOR under legacy contracts should be honored – drawdowns under
2021 and earlier revolvers, the rare loan that was launched in December but closed in January, etc.
o “A new contract would include an agreement that (i) creates additional LIBOR exposure for a supervised
institution or (ii) extends the term of an existing LIBOR contract.”

• The more that banks demonstrate ability to originate/participate in non-LIBOR loans, the
more flexible the supervisors are likely to be when inquiries come in

23

Key Things to Know Going Into Year End
• SOFR is coming. We are starting to see SOFR origination in earnest
• Banking regulators very strongly want to see banks shifting away from LIBOR ahead of yearend, and their strong preference is for SOFR where it works
• Institutional loans will likely use CME Term SOFR, which is operationally similar to LIBOR (a
major bullet was dodged there!)
• However, pricing constructs may become (SOFR + tenor-based spread adjustment +
margin), so it is important to ensure your systems can handle a “three-part” pricing
mechanic
• Market participants need to get a CME Term SOFR license in order to do interest rate
calculations, reconciliation, etc.
• CSRs are being discussed intently and operationalized in the traditional banking space

24

Ongoing LIBOR Transition Issues
November 18, 2021
James M. Cain
Partner
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• Current LIBOR transition issues
• Where companies should be in transition process
• SOFR as the preferred fallback to LIBOR
• Use of CME Term SOFR
• Status of legislation to address “tough legacy”
• Tax and accounting issues

Eversheds Sutherland

Current LIBOR transition issues
─ Tough legacy and avoidance of disputes, including litigation
• State and Federal legislative solutions
• USD LIBOR use after 12/31/21

─ Implementation of the daily simple or compounded average setting
in arrears approach for SOFR LIBOR fallbacks
─ Use of forward-looking term rates for LIBOR fallback rates
─ Consideration of non-SOFR fallback alternatives and spread
adjustments
─ Managing hedge effectiveness, including fallbacks used in hedges
and hedged cash products
─ Accounting and tax issues in relation to the transition to an
alternative risk-free rate and the transition of legacy derivatives and
cash products
─ Internal client, investor, customer and counterparty outreach and
education
─ Securities, commodities, banking, insurance and consumer
protection law ramifications, including for investors, customers, and
counterparties
Eversheds Sutherland

PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
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Transition planning
─

Step 1: Scoping

• Determine your exposure, including the scope of your exposure, where it is located,
and whether it varies across products and other cash instruments and derivatives
• Consider remaining maturity, clean-up call provisions in certain instruments and
governing law

─

Step 2: Solution
• Develop a solution with respect to each cash instrument and derivative, and
determine whether the solution requires an amendment or can be implemented
unilaterally or will apply automatically (e.g., through existing appropriate fallbacks or
under New York law)
• Determine hedge effectiveness and the manner in which a change to one product or
instrument may affect other products or instruments
• Consider business, accounting, regulatory, tax and other implications
• Develop a governance framework to ensure that the board of directors and senior
executives are informed of progress

─

Step 3: Implementation
• If necessary, implement the solution through amendments, unilaterally
where possible, or by bilateral amendments, e.g., through negotiation,
industry-wide protocols, consents or tenders for exchange, or by law
• Determine and establish systems for use of LIBOR alternatives going
forward

Eversheds Sutherland

• Notice and disclosure PRIVILEGED
to allANDstakeholders
and education
CONFIDENTIAL
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No more new use of LIBOR
─ 11/30/2020 The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, and the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Supervisory Guidance on
LIBOR Transition
─ 3/5/2021 ICE Benchmark Administration announced its intention
to cease the publication of the 1-week and 2-month USD LIBOR
settings after December 31, 2021 and remaining USD LIBOR
settings after June 30, 2023
• UK FCA confirmed that all 35 LIBOR tenors (including USD
LIBOR) will be discontinued or declared non-representative as of
either: (a) after December 31, 2021 or (b) after June 30, 2023
─ 6/11/21 Testimony by FSOC before Congress
─ 10/20/21 Joint Statement on managing the LIBOR transition

Eversheds Sutherland
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SOFR First
─ 7/13/2021 CFTC MRAC adopted a market best practice known as
“SOFR First”
─ a phased approach to be completed by December 31, 2021
─ The first phase and second phases relating to interdealer brokers
replace trading in linear swaps and currency swaps that reference
LIBOR with swaps that reference SOFR were completed on July
26, 2021 and September 21, 2021
─ The third phase relating to MRAC recommendation of the
replacement of certain non-linear derivatives (caps, collars and
floors) completed November 8, 2021
─ The timing for the final phase of SOFR First relating to exchange
traded derivatives has yet to be determined

Eversheds Sutherland
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CME Term SOFR
─ 7/29/21: ARRC formally recommends CME Term SOFR
• Recommendation is for limited use
─ A Category 1 license required for use as a reference rate –
primary or fallback – in Cash Market Financial Products (e.g.,
loans, notes, money market instruments)
• Includes uses in connection with interest amount, default rate
and close-out calculations, and in valuation and pricing
activities; including, but not limited to, collateral calculations
and interest rate calculations and for pricing, discount and
forward curves
• Annual fees (based on institution type and assets) waived
through 2026
─ A Category 2 license is required and allows use only as a
reference rate in an OTC derivative product that is tied or linked
to a licensee and “End User” hedging against exposure from one
or more Cash Market Financial Products that references CME Term
SOFR
• Public Policy Financial Institutions are exempt from paying the
annual fee
Eversheds Sutherland
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New York LIBOR legislation
─ If the instrument is silent as to fallback language or the fallback is
LIBOR-based, provides that the recommended benchmark
replacement is mandatory upon LIBOR’s discontinuance
─ If fallback language provides discretion, recommended benchmark
replacement is optional, but encouraged through limit on liability
─ Provides that the recommended benchmark replacement is a
commercially reasonable substitute for and a commercially
substantial equivalent to LIBOR whose use does not excuse
performance or have a material adverse effect on any person’s
rights or obligations
─ Does not override fallback language to a non-LIBOR based rate

Eversheds Sutherland
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Federal legislative solution
─ At present, no specific federal law akin to the New York LIBOR
Legislation
─ Adjustable Interest Rate (LIBOR) Act of 2021 has been formally
introduced in the House of Representatives and on July 29, 2021,
the House Financial Services Committee voted to positively report
the bill out of committee and send it to the full House
─ Similar to the New York LIBOR Legislation, including inclusion of a
safe harbor for use of recommended LIBOR fallbacks that are
based on SOFR
• specifically provides for the preemption of state law, including
the New York LIBOR legislation
• addresses certain constitutional issues as well as conflicts with
other federal laws

Eversheds Sutherland
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Tax and accounting issues
─ Proposed Tax Regulations 118784-18
•
•

Treasury and IRS guidance and relief from certain tax consequences
due to transition from LIBOR to alterative reference rates in debt
instruments and financial contracts
Revenue Procedure 2020-44 IRS- Generally, safe harbor limited
relief for legacy contracts amended to include fallbacks that apply
ARRC fallbacks

─ Accounting Impact of Transition (ASU 2020-04)

FASB Guidance (Topic 848) provides optional expedients and
exceptions to contracts, hedges and other transactions impacted by
LIBOR reform including with respect to:
• Contract modification relating to certain terms
• Changes in critical terms of hedging derivatives
• Fair value hedging
• Cash flow hedging
Must meet certain criteria and currently effective only through
December 31, 2022
ASU 2021-01 refines Topic 848 to allow it to be applied to changes to
interest rates used in discounting cash flows, computing variation
margin settlements and calculating price alignment interest in
connection with reference rate reform

Eversheds Sutherland
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Biography

Jamie is an active participant in industry working groups
focusing on the regulatory and documentation issues relating to
the transition away from the use of LIBOR. He currently advises
government sponsored enterprises (GSEs), banks, asset
managers, insurers and broker dealers in connection with their
transition as issuers, investors and counterparties from the use
of LIBOR as a reference rate in derivatives, debt securities,
securitizations, loan agreements and other investment products.
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Partner

Eversheds Sutherland

A frequent speaker at industry conferences and participant in
industry working groups, Jamie is recognized for his knowledge
of the regulation and use of derivatives including those
instruments used for interest rate, foreign exchange,
commodity, credit default and equity transactions and related
collateral arrangements. He represents a wide range of global
clients, typically on the buy side, including major public
companies, financial institutions, public and private funds, GSEs
and foreign governments. He advises these clients on
documentation of those transactions and on internal and
regulatory compliance, investigations, enforcement actions and
other disputes, including those arising from close out and
valuation in the context of counterparty insolvency proceedings.
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